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We use an information-based complexity approach to study the complexity of
approximation of linear operators. We assume that the values of a linear operator
may be elements of an infinite dimensional space G. It seems reasonable to look for
an approximation as a linear combination of some elements gi from the space G
and compute only the coefficients ci of this linear combination. We study the case
when the elements gi are fixed and compare it with the case where the gi can be
chosen arbitrarily. We show examples of linear problems where a significant output
data compression is possible by the use of a nonlinear algorithm, and this nonlinear
algorithm is much better than all linear algorithms. We also provide an example of
a linear problem for which one piece of information is enough whereas an optimal
(minimal cost) algorithm must use information of much higher cardinality.  2000
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Information-based complexity, IBC, studies the complexity of the
approximate solution of continuous problems; see Section 2. The IBC
model of computation is based on the real number model with information
oracles; see Section 3. Complexity is understood as the minimal cost of
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computing an approximation with a given error bound =. The reader inter-
ested in IBC is referred to the recent book of Traub and Werschulz (1998)
which contains an extensive bibliography.
A typical IBC problem is to approximate the values S( f ) in a normed
space G over the reals for elements f from a given set F. In the IBC model
of computation we assume that we can work with elements gi of the space
G and perform basic operations on them. That is, we can compute linear
combinations
g= :
m
k=1
ckgik .
More formally, we assume the real number model and an output of the
form
out( f )=[i1 , c1 , i2 , c2 , ..., im , cm], (1)
with ik # N and ck # R, is identified with the vector g.
We comment on the choice of the sequence [gi] and distinguish between
two cases. In the first case, we are free to choose the sequence [gi]. That
is, we choose [gi] depending on the global parameters of the problem
(such as S, F, G and the error =) but independently of f. It is desirable to
choose [gi] such that the number m in out ( f ) is minimized and the coef-
ficients ck and ik are easy to compute for all f # F. This case is usually
studied in IBC and tight complexity bounds are obtained for many
problems. We will call the complexity for this case i.e., when we can freely
choose [gi], as the standard complexity.
In the second case, we are not free to choose the gi ’s. The sequence [gi]
is given a priori as part of the formulation of the problem. For example,
[gi] can be given as a sequence of B-splines and we want to use it for
approximate solutions of partial differential equations. Furthermore, we
may want to use the same sequence [gi] for different problems, i.e., for
different operators S andor different domains F.
For fixed [gi], it may obviously happen that even m= in (1) is not
enough to guarantee a small error of our approximation. This happens if
the sequence [gi] is badly chosen for the operator S. It is certainly
reasonable to assume that S( f ) can be approximated with any given
accuracy by a linear combination of the gi ’s. This is always the case if the
space G is separable and is equal to the closed linear hull of the gi .
The main problem addressed in this paper is to study complexity for a
fixed sequence [gi] and compare it to the standard complexity. Not sur-
prisingly, even if G is the closed linear hull of the gi , the complexity for a
fixed sequence [gi] may be much larger than the standard complexity.
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We also define the output complexity as the minimal cost of solving the
problem assuming that we charge only for the output, i.e., all the other
operations are free of charge.
With this modification we need to revisit typical questions studied in
IBC, and to see whether we get more or less the same answers as for the
standard complexity. These questions include the problem of adaption, the
existence of linear optimal error and cost algorithms, tradeoffs between
optimal information and information used by an optimal cost algorithm.
Indeed, a number of results are different and we mention two of them.
We restrict ourselves to linear problems, i.e., S is a linear operator. We
also assume that we approximate S( f ) for elements from F which is convex
and symmetric. Sometimes we also assume that F is a subset of a Hilbert
space or that G is a space of bounded functions equipped with the sup
norm. We find examples of linear problems for which:
(1) all linear algorithms must output roughly =&2 numbers whereas
the output complexity as well as the total complexity is of order =&1 ln 1=
and is achieved by a nonlinear algorithm. In this case, we achieve a signifi-
cant output data compression by using a nonlinear algorithm.
(2) the optimal information has cardinality one and the use of it
leads to very expensive algorithms. If we, however, use information of
higher cardinality then there are algorithms solving the problem with much
smaller total cost. Hence we have a tradeoff between information cost and
computational cost: an algorithm with small information cost has high
computational cost and vice versa. The existence of such a problem has
long been an open question.
We wish to add that linear problems for which the results mentioned
above hold are artificial. We do not know if the same or similar results
hold for practically important linear problems.
We end this introduction by a brief discussion of proof techniques for
getting lower bounds on the complexity. Various lower bounds can be
obtained depending on which part of algorithms and their cost is studied:
(a) information cost and the notion of the radius of information are
used to obtain lower bounds on the number of needed oracle calls;
(b) combinatoric andor arithmetic considerations are used to obtain
lower bounds on the number of needed arithmetic operations;
(c) topological considerations are used to obtain lower bounds on
the number of branchings; although we do not use this approach here, the
relevant papers include Hertling (1996), Novak and Woz niakowski (1996),
Smale (1987), Vassiliev (1996);
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(d) best m-term approximation and similar tools from approxima-
tion theory are used to obtain lower bounds on the number of output
elements.
Which of these lower bounds is the best one depends on the particular
problem. In general we should, of course, try to estimate the (suitably
weighted) combination of all these lower bounds to have good lower
bounds for the complexity.
Sometimes the cost of computation is irrelevant and we are only inter-
ested in minimizing the number of outputs. This corresponds to data
compression which is formalized by the output complexity. The lower
bounds on the output complexity are based on best m-term approximation
and they are often sharp. In this paper we allow arbitrary weights when
combining the different ingredients of cost. In this way we study the output
complexity as well as the other complexities in a uniform way.
2. LINEAR PROBLEMS
In this paper we study linear problems. We first present an example
which will be used to motivate our approach. Suppose we want to solve an
operator equation
(Au)(x)= f (x) for all x # 0 (2)
on a bounded domain 0/Rd with known conditions on the boundary of
0. Here we assume that the operator A is linear and that we have informa-
tion concerning f such as its values at various points from 0. We want to
compute an approximation of u with a given error in some norm.
This problem is an instance of the following formulation: Compute an
approximation of the value S( f ) of a linear operator
S: X  G (3)
for f # F, where F/X. In our example, F is typically a ball of a Sobolev
space X, and G can be taken as L2(0). We have A=S &1 and S( f )=u iff
Au= f. Observe that (2) does not lead to a linear problem if we want to
compute an approximation of S, where S(A, f )=A&1( f ), for a class of
pairs (A, f ) with different operators A.
We assume that X is a normed space of functions and that G is also a
normed space both over the real field. We always assume that S is linear.
In many cases the space X is infinite dimensional, as in our example, and
therefore f # X cannot directly be an input to a computation. We usually
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discretize f and S by, for example, a finite element method (FEM).
Accordingly, numerical algorithms (methods) are often based on the a
priori (or global ) information f # F and the computed (or local ) information
N( f )=[L1( f ), L2( f ), ..., Ln( f )] # Rn (4)
with linear continuous functionals Lk : X  R. Hence, numerical algorithms
only use partial information N( f ) of f # F. The most important example is
N( f )=[ f (x1), f (x2), ..., f (xn)], (5)
but other functionals are also common. Examples of such functionals
include weighted integrals, Fourier coefficients, wavelet coefficients, or
derivative values. In general we assume that the linear continuous func-
tionals Li are from a given class 4, where 4/X*.
An information operator N is called nonadaptive, if the functionals Lk are
fixed in advance and do not depend on f. One might hope that it is possible
to learn about f during the computation of the values L1( f ), ..., Lk&1( f )
and to choose the next functional Lk suitably to reduce the error. This
leads to adaptive information, where the choice of Lk may depend on the
already computed values L1( f ), ..., Lk&1( f ). For instance, in the case
Lk( f )= f (xk), the knot xk may depend on the known function values via
xk=k( f (x1), ..., f (xk&1)), (6)
for some function k of (k&1) variables. In (4) we define information with
fixed cardinality. More generally, we may also use an adaptive stopping rule
and obtain information with varying cardinality, where n=n( f ) depends on
f. After the computation of Lk( f ) we decide, on the basis of the computed
information L1( f ), ..., Lk( f ), whether additional information is needed or
not. If so we select the next functional Lk+1 , compute Lk+1( f ) and repeat
the same argument with k replaced by k+1. If not we set n( f )=k.
We want to compute an approximation of S( f ) # G based on the
information N( f ) for f # F. Let .(N( f )) # G be such an approximation.
We say that . b N is an adaptive algorithm if N is adaptive, and . b N is a
nonadaptive algorithm if N is nonadaptive.
If G is a one dimensional space it is clear that G can be identified with
R and in this case the approximation .(N( f )) is a real number. If G is a
m dimensional space then G can be identified as Rm and the approximation
.(N( f )) is a vector of m components. In both cases, we can output
.(N( f )) as m real numbers.
Assume now that G is infinite dimensional as it is the case for our
example of solving operator equations. Then it is not clear how we can
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output the approximation .(N( f )). In this case, we may choose a sequence
g1 , g2 , ... # G and assume that the approximation .(N( f )) is of the form
.(N( f ))= :
m
k=1
ck } gik # G (7)
for some finite m, where m and the real numbers ck and the integer indices
ik may depend on the information N( f ). We then output 2m numbers,
out( f )=[i1 , c1 , ..., im , cm] # R2m. (8)
We comment on (7) and (8). To compute out( f ) we only perform opera-
tions on real numbers. Knowing out( f ) we may use (7) as follows. Assume
that gik are functions. We need to have subroutines which compute gik(x)
for a given x. Then we can compute .(N( f ))(x)=mk=1 ck } g ik(x) by
performing only real multiplications and additions.
The error of .(N( f )) is
e(., N, f )="S( f )& :
m
k=1
ck } g ik"G . (9)
We are interested in the worst case error which is defined as
e(., N, f )=sup
f # F "S( f )& :
m
k=1
ck } gik"G . (10)
We want to find . and N for which e(., N, F )=, where = is a given error
threshold.
We now discuss the choice of the gi . As already mentioned in the Intro-
duction we have two cases. In the first case, we are allowed to choose the
sequence [gi] depending on the global parameters of the problem. That is,
[gi] may depend on S, F, G, 4 and = but it is independent of elements f ’s.
Usually it is a good idea to find a sequence [gi] which minimizes m andor
allows a ‘‘simple’’ computation of ik and ck in (8). This may, however, lead
to ‘‘complicated’’ sequences [gi]. This case is usually studied in the
information-based complexity literature.
In the second case, the sequence [gi] is fixed and given a priori. Then
we are looking for suitable coefficients ck and indices ik in (8). In most
cases, we will assume that S( f ) can be approximated with an arbitrary
small error by a linear combination of the gi ’s.
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3. MODEL OF COMPUTATION, COST, AND COMPLEXITY
The standard model of computation used in numerical analysis and
scientific computing is the real number model. This is also the underlying
model of this paper. For a formal description see Blum, Shub, and Smale
(1989) and Blum et al. (1997), as well as Novak (1995) and Novak and
Woz niakowski (1996), and also Woz niakowski (1997) for a discussion of
this model. Here we only mention some properties of this model.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the concept of an algorithm
over a ring presented by Blum et al. (1989). We sketch how computation
is performed by such algorithms and we restrict ourselves only to algo-
rithms over the reals. Input and output consist of finitely many real
numbers. We have arithmetic instructions, a jump instruction, and several
copy instructions. We now describe these instructions.
The standard arithmetic operations are the following: addition of a con-
stant, addition of two numbers, multiplication by a constant, multiplication
of two numbers, and division of two numbers. Division by 0 is equivalent
to a non-terminating computation. Other instructions could be allowed but
are not studied in this paper.
The algorithm is able to perform backwards and forwards jumps in the
list of instructions. We also have the usual copy instructions including
indirect addressing, see also Novak (1995). It is clear that many problems
of computational mathematics are computable by such algorithms. Examples
include problems which are determined by finitely many parameters and
whose solutions may be obtained by performing a finite number of
arithmetic operations and comparisons. This holds for problems involving
polynomials and matrices.
To deal also with problems that are defined for general functions, we
need to have an information operation. Typically a black box computes
f (x) for any x. This black box (oracle) is an additional computational
device. Observe that, in this case, the information about the function f is
restricted to f (xi) for finitely many i. This information, which in general
does not determine the function f uniquely, is partial.
The cost of computation can be simply defined by counting how many
operations of various types are performed. In computational mathematics,
one usually counts the number of arithmetic operations, the number of
comparisons, and the number of information operations (oracle calls). The
cost of input, output as well as copy instructions is usually neglected. For
simplicity, we also assume that input, and copy instructions cost zero,
although it is obvious how to proceed without this assumption.
We now discuss output instructions. We will present examples where the
length 2m of the output out( f )=[i1 , c1 , ..., im , cm] # R2m is much larger
than the actual cost of the other (arithmetic, branching and information)
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instructions. Hence, it seems reasonable to add the cost of output. Let cout
be the cost of outputting one pair [ij , cj]. Then m } cout is the cost of
out( f ). Here we assume cout0; hence the case with zero cost of output
can be also included.
Assume that cari denotes the cost of performing one arithmetic operation,
whereas ctop denotes the cost of one comparison, i.e., the cost of performing
one comparison of two real numbers. We assume that cinfo is the cost of
one information operation. Suppose that the algorithm terminates on input
f # F. Let the computation require nari arithmetic operations, ntop com-
parisons, and ninfo information operations. The cost of computing the
output, out( f ), is
cost(., N, f )=naricari+ntop ctop+ninfoc info+mcout . (11)
Sometimes we call ninfoc info the information cost and naricari+ntop ctop+
mcout the computational cost.
If data compression is the main concern one would like to output as few
real numbers. This corresponds to the case where the constants cari , ctop
and cinfo all are relatively small or even zero while cout is positive.
We assumed, for simplicity, that the cost of all arithmetic operations is
the same. Of course, this could be easily modified. Usually, it is much more
expensive to compute an information operation than any other operation.
For some practical problems, computation of L( f )= f (t) may require
millions of arithmetic operations and comparisons. That is, it can take
hours even on a modern computer whereas arithmetic operations or com-
parisons can be done in a fraction of a second. That is the reason why we
use different parameters for the cost of permissible operations. We also
want to see how arithmetic, comparison, information and output opera-
tions affect the complexity of a problem. The global cost of an algorithm
. b N over F in the worst case setting is defined as
cost(., N, F )=sup
f # F
cost(., N, f ). (12)
Here we identify, for simplicity, the mapping . b N with the simplest
algorithm for its computation.
Many problems of computational mathematics can be studied within the
model of computation given by oracles and algorithms over the reals. We
give a few trivial examples. Assume that we want to compute a constant
vector
g=.(N( f ))= :
m
k=1
ck } gik # G.
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Then the output is
out( f )=[i1 , c1 , ..., im , cm] # R2m
and does not depend on f # F, i.e., the numbers ik and ck just have to be
copied, and no computation is needed. Hence the constant function
g=.(N( f )) can be computed with cost m } cout if g is of the form
mk=1 ck } gik . Observe that we have zero cost in the case where we do not
charge for the output, even if m is very large.
Assume now that . b N is linear,
An, m( f ) :=.(N( f ))= :
n
j=1
:
m
k=1
Lj ( f ) } cj, k } gik (13)
with ik and cj, k , g ik independent of f. We assume for simplicity that the
mapping given by (13) cannot be written as a An~ , m~ with n~ <n or m~ <m.
The output for An, m is given by
out( f )=_i1 , :
n
j=1
Lj ( f ) } cj, 1 , i2 , :
n
j=1
Lj ( f ) } cj, 2 , ..., im , :
n
j=1
Lj ( f ) } c j, m& .
(14)
The ik ’s do not depend on f, hence they can be copied (without cost) from
the algorithm to the output. The cost of computing An, m is at least
cost(An, m)n } cinfo+m } cout ,
and can be much larger, depending on the cost of computing the
coefficients
:
n
j=1
Lj ( f ) } cj, k , k=1, ..., m.
We always have
cost(An, m)n } cinfo+m } cout+(2n&1) m } cari . (15)
In general, we expect the cost(An, m) to be of the same order as the right
hand side of (15).
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It is interesting to compare (15) with the cost of An, m in the standard
IBC model, where we can choose some g~ i’s instead of the gi ’s. Define
g~ i= :
m
k=1
cj, k } gik .
Then
An, m( f )= :
n
j=1
Lj ( f ) } g~ j
and the output with respect to the g~ j ’s is
out( f )=[i1 , L1( f ), i2 , L2( f ), ..., in , Ln( f )],
with cost
cost(An, m)=n } (cinfo+cout). (16)
Hence, in the standard IBC model, the cost of a linear algorithm is always
proportional to n and we can easily ignore the arithmetic and the output
cost in the presence of the information cost.
The =-complexity of the problem is the minimal cost needed to compute
an =-approximation for every f # F. It depends, of course, on F and S as
well as on the set 4 of admissible information functionals and on the
sequence of the gi . We therefore write
comp(=, S, F, 4, [gi])=inf[cost(., N, F ) | e(., N, F )=]. (17)
In the case when the sequence [gi] can be chosen arbitrarily we have
comp(=, S, F, 4)= inf
[gi]
comp(=, S, F, 4, [gi]). (18)
We also use a short form such as comp (=) for comp(=, S, F, 4, [gi]) or
comp(=, S, F, 4) if it is clear from the context what we mean by S, F, 4 and
[gi]. By convention we set inf <=. That is, if there exists no algorithm
with finite cost with error at most = then comp(=)=.
This defines complexity in the worst case setting. Complexity depends, in
particular, on the constants cari , ctop , cinfo , and cout . Since complexity mini-
mizes the total cost, it minimizes the number of arithmetic, comparison and
information operations weighted by cari , ctop , cinfo , and cout . For example,
if cinfo is much larger than the other constants then we should perform less
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information operations at the expense of additional arithmetic and com-
parison operations. On the other hand, if ctop is very large then we should
eliminate as many comparisons as possible. In any case, depending on the
values of the constants we may perform a different number of arithmetic,
comparison, information, and output operations.
It is interesting to study how many operations of different types are
necessary independently of the other operations. This can be achieved by
taking three of cari , ctop , cinfo , cout equal to zero. For simplicity we take the
fourth one equal to one. In this way we obtain different complexities. More
precisely, we obtain the arithmetic complexity compari(=), the branching or
topological complexity comptop(=), the information complexity compinfo(=)
and the output complexity compout(=). Clearly, the (total) complexity
comp(=) is bounded from below by
comp(=)caricompari(=)+ctopcomptop(=)
+cinfocompinfo(=)+cout compout(=). (19)
It may happen that the total complexity goes to infinity as = goes to zero,
whereas one or even several of the other complexities are bounded or even
zero. In these definitions of the =-complexity, the error parameter = is fixed,
i.e., for different = one may take completely different algorithms. We studied
uniform algorithms (which take =>0 as an input) recently in Novak and
Woz niakowski (1997).
We end this section by a simple example which illustrates differences
between various complexities. Consider the mapping
S( f )=L*( f ) } g, (20)
where L* # 4 is a nonzero functional, g # G is a nonzero element, and
F/X is convex and symmetric. Let
K :=sup
f # F
L*( f ).
Observe that for =K &g& the problem is trivial since it can be solved by
the zero algorithm with cost zero. In this case, all complexities are just
zero.
Assume then that =<K &g&. We first consider the information
complexity. We show that
compinfo(=) # [1, ].
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First, we exclude the case compinfo(=)=0. Indeed, if we do not compute
any linear functionals from 4 then no algorithm depends on f, and for all
f from F the algorithm outputs the same numbers which correspond to the
same vector, say, h. Since S(F )=[&K, K] g we have supf # F
&S( f )&h&K &g&>=. This means that the error of any algorithm is larger
than =. Hence, we must compute at least one functional. We obviously can
compute L*( f ) and it may seem that always comp info(=)=1. In general,
this is not true. Indeed, assume that K= and
am(g, [gi]) := inf
ck , ik "g& :
m
k=1
ck } g ik"G
is positive for all m. Then the error of any algorithm is infinity since any
algorithm corresponds to c( f ) h for some c( f ), which can be equal to
L*( f ), but h is such that inf: &g&:h&>0. Then
sup
f # F
&L*( f )&c( f ) h&sup
f # F
|L*( f )| inf
:
&g&:h&=.
In this case, compinfo(=)= for all =K &g&. On the other hand, if K is
finite then
compinfo(=)=1 if =>Kam(g, [gi])
for some finite m. Indeed, we can take the algorithm L*( f ) h with h such
that &g&h& is sufficiently close to am(g, [gi]). This algorithm is well
defined and has error at most =.
Observe that if the span of the gi ’s is dense in G then limm am
(g, [gi])=0 and compinfo(=)=1 for all positive =. For ==0, compinfo(0)
=1 iff g can be expressed as a finite linear combination of gi ’s. If g is not
a finite linear combination of the gi , then the error of any algorithm is
positive and therefore we cannot solve the problem exactly in a finite cost.
We now turn to the output and total complexities for =<K &g&. If we are
free to choose the gi ’s, or if g happens to be one of the g i then the problem
is trivial and S can be computed exactly with cost cinfo+cout . This means
compout(=, S, F, 4)=compout(=, S, F, 4, [gi])=1
and
comp(=, S, F, 4)=comp(=, S, F, 4, [gi])=cinfo+cout .
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It is easy to show that in general we have
comp(=, S, F, 4, [gi])=cinfo+m } (cout+cari), and
compout(=, S, F, 4, [gi])=m,
where m, is the smallest integer for which am(g, [gi])=K.
If the span of the gi is dense in G and if K is finite then the =-complexity
will be finite for any =>0, but can increase to infinity very fast as = goes
to zero. If K=, for example if F=X, then the =-complexity is infinite for
all =>0 unless g is a finite linear combination of the gi . If the sequence of
the am(g, [gi]) does not converge to zero then the =-complexity is infinity
for some or all =>0, unless K=0.
Observe that in all cases linear algorithms are optimal and are of the
form L*( f ) h with h in the span of the gi ’s. Hence, comp(=, S, F, 4)=
cinfo+cout whereas comp(=, S, F, 4, [gi]) can be much larger and may tend
to infinity as = goes to zero.
4. LOWER BOUNDS FOR ARBITRARY ALGORITHMS
The notion of radius of information r(N ) is fundamental in IBC. It gives
a sharp lower bound for the error of any algorithm using N, i.e.,
r(N )=inf
.
e(., N ). (21)
We take here the infimum over all .: N(F )  G and we do not require that
. is computable, i.e., that .(N( f )) can be computed in a finite number of
operations. We denote by
rn=rn(S, F, 4) (22)
the minimal radius of information, for all N using at most n linear
functionals from 4. If rn+1=<rn then we define the =-cardinality as
card(=)=card(=, S, F, 4)=n+1. (23)
This yields a lower bound on the total and information complexities given
in the simple lemma below.
Lemma 1.
comp(=, S, F, 4)compinfo(=, S, F, 4)card(=) } cinfo . (24)
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Observe that the minimal radii of information r, are strictly related to
approximation rather than to computation since they are based on all non-
computable or computable and possible very expensive .’s. Still their
inverses provide a lower bound on the total and information complexities.
Sometimes this lower bound is bad, i.e., far away from the actual com-
plexity. Surprisingly often, however, this lower bound is very good. Indeed,
for many problems we have essentially equalities in (24).
Remark 1. For many problems, including all problems studied in this
paper, we have compinfo(=, S, F, 4)=card(=) } cinfo . In fact, in some papers
card(=) } cinfo is defined as information complexity. In general, compinfo
(=, S, F, 4) and card(=) } cinfo may differ since for card(=) } cinfo we allow
arbitrary .’s while for compinfo(=, S, F, 4) we allow only computable .’s. It
seems to us that both definitions of information complexity are useful and,
as already mentioned, coincide in most practical cases.
By (24) we get a lower bound for comp(=, S, F, 4, [gi]) which does not
depend on the sequence [gi]. Now we want to study the dependence on
the [gi]. We use the following definition.
Definition 1. Assume that g # G and a sequence [gi] in G are given.
A best m-term approximation of g (by elements of the given sequence) is a
sum g~ =mk=1 ck } g ik such that &g& g~ & is minimal. We define am(g, [gi]) by
am(g, [gi])= inf
ck, ik "g& :
m
k=1
ck } g ik"G . (25)
We call this number the error of the best m-term approximation, even if the
inf in (25) is not attained. The following lemma is obvious.
Lemma 2. If =<supf # F am(S( f ), [g i]) then
comp(=, S, F, 4, [gi])compout(=, S, F, 4, [gi])(m+1) } cout . (26)
Remark 2. Which one of the lower bounds (24) or (26) is larger
depends on the specific problem. It is easy to construct examples where the
numbers compout(=, S, F, 4, [gi]) are much larger than the numbers
card(=) } cinfo . We have presented such an example already in Section 3.
For some standard nonadaptive algorithms, for example, such as FEM
with a quasi uniform partition, good upper bounds for the error are often
known. Sometimes these upper bounds are compared with the lower
bounds from Lemma 2 and then there is a huge gap between them, see
Dahlke et al. (1997) and DeVore (1998). It would be, however, wrong to
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conclude that adaptive algorithms could be much better than optimal non-
adaptive algorithms in this case. The first reason is that there might be a
much better nonadaptive method, for example a FEM based on an
irregular partition. Another reason is that for g=S( f ) the best choice of
elements gik in (25) depends on S( f ) and this information may not be
available even by adaptive information.
In some cases it is very easy to see that the lower bound (26) cannot be
sharp. Indeed, for integration, S( f )=10 f (t) dt and G=R, we have
a1(S( f ), gi)=0, with g1=1.
We only obtain the trivial lower bound comp(=, S, F, 4, [gi])1 } cout .
For a continuous function f, we know from the mean value theorem that
S( f )= f (x*) } g1 for some unknown x* # [0, 1]. The point is that x* is not
available even for adaptive information.
5. ON THE POWER OF ADAPTION
In this section we briefly discuss adaptive information. We first recall a
result of Bakhvalov (1971), Gal and Micchelli (1980), and Traub and
Woz niakowski (1980) about the power of adaption on the error level.
Theorem 1. Assume that S: X  G is a linear operator and that F is a
symmetric and convex subset of X. Assume that . b N is an arbitrary adaptive
algorithm using, for f =0 # F, the functionals
N0( f )=[L01( f ), L
0
2( f ), ..., L
0
n( f )].
Then there is a nonadaptive algorithm of the form .* b N0 such that
e(.* b N0)2e(. b N ).
Hence, adaption can only reduce the error at most by a factor of 2 as
compared to nonadaption.
There are examples of linear problems for which adaption is (slightly)
better than nonadaption, see Kon and Novak (1990).
We stress that all the assumptions of Theorem 1 are essential. If one of
them is not satisfied then adaption may help significantly on the error level.
In particular, Theorem 1 assumes that F is convex and symmetric. The set
F reflects the a priori (global ) information concerning the problem; often it
is known that f has a certain smoothness and this knowledge may be
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expressed by f # F. If our a priori information about the problem leads to
a set F that is either nonsymmetric or nonconvex (or both) then we cer-
tainly cannot apply Theorem 1 and it is possible that adaption is
significantly better. The same is true if we consider nonlinear problems like
S(A, f )=A&1( f ), for a general set of operators and a set of right hand
sides f. See the survey Novak (1996) for more details.
The idea behind the proof of Theorem 1 is that nonadaptive information
that is good for the zero function 0 # F is also good for any other f # F. This
is true for any linear problem with any norm. However, this result does not
automatically lead to good nonadaptive algorithms. In particular, we do
not claim that the optimal nonadaptive knots are somehow uniformly dis-
tributed or equidistant. There are important examples where regular grid
points are bad and the optimal (nonadaptive) knots are much more com-
plicated. We stress this fact because we noticed that some authors compare
poor nonadaptive algorithms based, for example, on a regular grid with
sophisticated adaptive algorithms and (wrongly) conclude that adaptive
algorithms are superior to all nonadaptive algorithms.
Theorem 1 states that as long as we are interested in errors it is enough
to study nonadaptive algorithms. However, if we are interested in cost and
complexity we cannot disregard adaptive algorithms. It may happen that
for some linear problems any nonadaptive algorithm is much more expen-
sive than a good adaptive one. Hence, adaption will reduce the cost not the
error in this case. Although the existence of such linear problems has yet
to be established, we cannot rule out this situation today.
6. FAST LINEAR ALGORITHMS
In this section we assume that F/X is convex and symmetric. Further-
more we assume that X is a Hilbert space or that G is a space B(0) of
bounded functions equipped with the sup-norm. Under these conditions it
is known that adaption does not help at all and that linear algorithms are
optimal, see Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woz niakowski (1988) and Mathe
(1990). That is, for any nonadaptive information N,
r(N )=inf
.
e(., N ), . linear. (27)
For general linear problems, (27) is not true. If S is continuous then we
may loose at most a factor of (1+- n) by replacing general algorithms by
linear ones both using at most n linear functionals; see Mathe (1990). If S
is not continuous then r(N ) may be small but all linear algorithms may
have infinite error; see Werschulz and Woz niakowski (1986).
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Under the above conditions the analysis of the =-complexity in the sense
of (18) (where the [gi] can be chosen arbitrarily) is easy. Linear nonadap-
tive algorithms are optimal in the class of all adaptive and nonlinear
algorithms. The complexity is then roughly given by
comp(=, S, F, 4)rcard(=) } cinfo .
The additional cost (for arithmetic operations andor the output) is at
most proportional to card(=), see (16). In this case, Lemma 1 provides a
sharp lower bound.
Hence, we restrict our attention to the =-complexity in the sense of (17),
where the [gi] are given and fixed. In this case we study linear as well as
nonlinear algorithms. The linear algorithms are of the form (13) or (14),
where the ik as well as the cj, k and g ik do not depend on f.
Lemma 3. Assume that F/X is convex and symmetric. Furthermore
assume that X is a Hilbert space or that G is a space B(0) with the
sup-norm. If, in addition, F is bounded and span[gi , i # N] is dense in G,
then
inf[e(An, m) | m # N]=rn , (28)
where the infimum is taken over all linear algorithms of the form (13) and
rn is as in (22).
Proof. Since adaption and nonlinear algorithms do not help we know
that
inf[e(An) | m # N]=rn ,
where now the infimum is over all algorithms of the form
An( f )= :
n
j=1
Lj ( f ) g j
with arbitrary g j # G. Since span[gi , i # N] is dense in G, for any positive
$ we can find a finite m and real numbers c jik and elements g
j
ik
from
span[gi , i # N] such that
"g j& :
m
k=1
c jik g
j
ik"$.
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Letting An, m( f )=nj=1 Lj ( f ) 
m
k=1 c
j
ik
g jik , we obtain a linear algorithm of
the form (13) with error bounded by
&S( f )&An, m( f )&&S( f )&An( f )&+&An( f )&An, m( f )&
&S( f )&An( f )&+$ :
k
j=1
|Lj ( f )|
&S( f )&An( f )&+$M :
k
j=1
&L j&,
where M is a bound on elements of F. Since $ can be arbitrarily small, the
error of An, m can be arbitrarily close to the error of An . This proves that
the corresponding infimum of the errors of An, m is rn . K
Now we discuss the cost of linear algorithms. Linear algorithms are of
the form (13), their error is at least rn . The cost of such an algorithm is
bounded by
cost(An, m)n } cinfo+m } cout+(2n&1) m } cari (29)
but of course it can be much smaller. Observe that this upper bound on the
cost of linear algorithms using n linear functionals also depends on m.
Usually, m need not be related to n.
There are, however, many problems, where fast linear algorithms exist,
according to the following definition. For solving PDEs, such fast algo-
rithms often can be given by multiscale or multigrid methods, see Dahmen
(1997), D’yakonov (1996), Hackbusch (1985).
Definition 2. We say that the problem admits a fast sequence of linear
algorithms if there is a sequence [An, m] of the form (13) with the following
properties:
(a) there is a K>0 such that cost(An, m)n } (cinfo+K) for all n;
(b) there is a C1 such that e(An, m)Crn .
It is easy to check the power of a fast sequence of linear algorithms and
a relation between their cost and complexity.
Theorem 2. Assume that the problem admits a fast sequence of linear
algorithms. If we define
complin(=, S, F, 4, [gi])=inf cost(An, m), (30)
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where the infimum is over linear algorithms (13) with error bounded by =,
then we obtain
complin(=, S, F, 4, [gi])
comp(=, S, F, 4)

cinfo+K
cinfo
}
card(=C)
card(=)
. (31)
Proof. By (24) we have
comp(=, S, F, 4)card(=) } cinfo .
Hence, it is enough to prove
complin(=, S, F, 4, [gi])(cinfo+K) } card(=C). (32)
Assume that =>0 is given. We define n by
rn=<rn&1
or n=card(=). We choose n~ such that
C } rn~ rn<C } rn~ &1 .
With fast linear algorithms An~ , m we can achieve an error
e(An~ , m)C } rn~ rn=.
Then we have card(rn C)=n~ and cost(An~ , m)n~ (cinfo+K). Since rnC
=C we have n~ =card(rn C)card(=C) which completes the proof. K
Remark 3. A few comments on (31) are in order. For many problems
we have
card(:=):&; } card(=) (33)
for a certain ;>0 and all 0<:1. In this case we even obtain
complin(=, S, F, 4, [gi])
comp(=, S, F, 4)

cinfo+K
cinfo
} C ;. (34)
Observe that the right side of (34) is a constant; it does not depend on =.
This means that fast linear algorithms are optimal modulo a multiplicative
factor. Furthermore this factor is close to one if K is small relative to cinfo
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and if C is close to one. Of course, this factor is large if the opposite is true.
In this case, we may still want to use nonlinear algorithms.
In any case, if the problem admits a fast sequence of linear algorithms
and (33) holds then linear nonadaptive algorithms are order-optimal with
respect to cost as well as with respect to error.
7. A FINITE DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE
We present an example of a linear problem for which there exists a non-
linear algorithm that is better than all linear algorithms. Linear algorithms
need a large amount of output while an effective data compression is
possible for this nonlinear algorithm. In the following we assume that
cout>0, i.e., we charge for the output. Define
Sn: ln1  l
m
 , m=n(n&1)2, n2, (35)
between finite dimensional spaces. For 1 j<in we define the successive
components of the vector S n(x) as
(Sn(x)) i } (i&1)2+ j&1 :=xi+xj . (36)
Hence, Sn(x) is a vector with coordinates (xi+xj), where the set (i, j) runs
through all subsets of indices with two elements. As information we use
functionals of the form L(x)=xi , i.e., we can compute components of the
vector x.
We consider the standard basis g1 , ..., gm in lm . We present some results
about the numbers
complin(=, Sn, F, 4, [gi]) and comp(=, S n, F, 4, [gi]).
We take F as the unit ball of ln1 . For =1, the problem is trivial and can
be solved by the zero algorithm without any cost. Hence
complin(=, Sn, F, 4, [gi])=comp(=, Sn, F, 4, [gi])=0, \=1. (37)
Assume that =<1. It is easy to show that card(=)=n. Indeed, if we use less
than n information operations, we do not know some component of x. Let
i be this component. Then using x with all components different from i as
zero we observe that all components of S n(x) with x i vary from &1 to 1.
This implies that the error of any algorithm must be at least 1, and we
cannot find an =-approximation. Obviously, when we compute all n
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components of x we can recover Sn(x) exactly and this yields zero error.
Hence, card(=)=n, \= # [0, 1), as claimed. We know from Lemma 1 that
then
comp(=, S n, F, 4)n } cinfo . (38)
Is this bound sharp? That is, can we solve the problem with cost of the
order n by using only linear or arbitrary algorithms?
We first study linear algorithms. For = # [0.5, 1) we propose the follow-
ing linear algorithm.
First step. Compute c= 12 
n
i=1 xi . The cost is n(cinfo+cari).
Second step. Take the approximation mi=1 cgi . This is the vector
with each coordinate equal to c. Observe that no further computation is
needed. We just output m times the number c with cost mcout .
It is easy to prove that the (worst case) error of this linear algorithm is
12. Indeed, for x # F we have nk=1 |xk |1 and
|xi+x j&c| } 0.5(xi+x j)+0.5 :k{[i, j] xk }0.5 :
n
k=1
|xk |0.5.
Hence, we have proved that
complin(=, Sn, F, 4, [g i])m } cout+n } (cinfo+cari). (39)
On the other hand, it is easy to see that, for =<1, a linear algorithm has
to output an approximation of all m components of Sn(x). Indeed, if one
of the components is not outputted, then since the same component of the
solution varies in [&1, 1], the error of an algorithm must be at least 1.
Hence we obtain
complin(=, S n, F, 4, [g i])m } cout+n } cinfo . (40)
By (39) and (40) we have tight bounds for the linear complexity,
complin(=, Sn, F, 4, [g i])=m } cout+n } (cinfo+acari),
a # [0, 1], \= # [12, 1).
We now study the case =<12 for linear algorithms. Observe that we
can even compute the exact Sn(x) with the cost n } cinfo+m } (cout+cari).
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Combining this upper bound with the lower bound (40), which is also true
for =<12, we obtain
complin(=, S n, F, 4, [gi])=n } cinfo+m } (cout+acari), a # [0, 1],
\=<12. (41)
It is interesting that the linear complexity is almost independent on =, as
long as =<1. It is always of the order n2. We will see in a moment that a
cost of the order n can be achieved by nonlinear algorithms, for any fixed
=>0.
We now turn to nonlinear algorithms. We prove that for =<1 the
complexity is of the order
comp(=, S n, F, 4, [gi])  n } cinfo+n } min(n, =&1)(cout+cari+ctop). (42)
The lower bound follows from (38) and from the fact that we have to out-
put at least 0(n } min(n, =&1)) numbers. Indeed, consider 1(k+1)=<
1k, where k is an integer.
For nk consider the input vector f =[1k, ..., 1k, 0, 0, ..., 0] # F with k
coordinates equal to 1k. For n<k we take instead the vector
f =[1n, ..., 1n] # F. Then, using Lemma 2, we see that we have to output
at least k } (n&1)2 or n } (n&1)2 numbers, respectively. Hence we have to
output about n } min(n, =&1) numbers.
To prove an upper bound, we first define n0 by
n0=W2=X&2. (43)
Observe that n0 can be precomputed. If nn0 then we just take the
obvious linear algorithm, with cost given by (41). Assume then that n>n0 .
We propose a special nonlinear algorithm which is based on the idea of
data compression.
First step. Given x # F, compute all coordinates xi of x. The cost of
this step is n } cinfo .
Second step. Compute ai=|xi | for all i=1, 2, ..., n. This can be done
by using branching and arithmetic operations: if xi0 then ai=xi else
ai=&xi . The cost is at most n(ctop+cari). Then compute n0 indices of the
set I=[i1 , i2 , ..., in0] which correspond to the n0 largest numbers among ai , i.e.,
aiaik for k=1, 2, ..., n0
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for all i different from the indices ik ’s. This can be done in cost
proportional to
n min[n0 , log2 n](ctop+cari).
Third step. Observe that
|(S n(x)) i } (i&1)2+ j&1|= |xi+xj |=
whenever both i and j are not in the set I.
Hence, we compute and output (S n(x))k only for k=i } (i&1)2+ j&1
for which at least one of i or j is in I. All other coordinates of Sn(x) are
ignored. The third step can be done in cost proportional to n } n0
(cout+cari).
Combining the cases nn0 and n>n0 we get a nonlinear algorithm
whose error is at most = and whose cost is bounded by
n } cinfo+c } n } min(n, =&1)(cout+cari+ctop),
where c is a positive number which does not depend on n or =.
We now compare the linear and total complexities for 0<=<1. Ignoring
the constants, we have
complin(=, S n, F, 4, [gi])  n2 and
comp(=, Sn, F, 4, [gi])  n } min(n, =&1). (44)
This means that nonlinear algorithms are much better than linear
algorithms if n is much larger than =&1. We achieve a significant data com-
pression by the use of a nonlinear algorithm which is impossible for linear
algorithms.
Knowing the complexity of this linear problem we can also test the
qualities of the lower bounds provided by Lemmas 1 and 2. Observe that
for this problem the lower bound of Lemma 1 is of order n which is bad
whereas the lower bound of Lemma 2 is of order n } min(n, =&1) which is
very good. The latter can be proved exactly in the same way as above.
The results for this example will be used in the next (infinite
dimensional) examples.
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8. INFINITE DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLES
We present infinite dimensional examples, based on the mappings Sn, see
(35), from the previous section. Assume that a sequence [ni] of natural
numbers and a sequence of weights [#i] are given. We also assume
#1#2 } } } >0 and lim
i  
#i=0. (45)
We then define S as a direct product of the Sni,
S= ‘

i=1
#iS ni : ‘

i=1
lni1  ‘

i=1
lmi , (46)
where mi=ni (ni&1)2. Hence, if xi # lni1 for i # N then
S([x1, x2, ...])=[#1S n1(x1), #2Sn2(x2), ...]. (47)
For x=[x1, x2, ...], we define
&x& :=sup
i # N
&xi&l
1
ni (48)
and define F as the unit ball in this norm, F=[x | &x&1]. Similarly, we
define the norm &y& in the image space by
&y& :=sup
i # N
&yi&l mi . (49)
From the definition of S and the norms, we easily conclude that solving the
problem (S, F, =) is as difficult as solving all the problems (#i Sni, F i , =), for
all i # N. Here, of course Fi , is the unit ball in lni1 .
By Lemma 1 and the discussion in Section 7 we obtain the exact value
of the information complexity. For #k+1=<#k we get
compinfo(=)=cinfo } (n1+ } } } +nk). (50)
Ignoring the constants which are proportional to cout+c info+cari+ctop we
also obtain
comp(=)= :
k
i=1
comp(=#i , S ni)  :
k
i=1
n i } min(n i , #i =) (51)
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and
complin(=)= :
k
i=1
complin(=#i , Sni)  :
k
i=1
n2i . (52)
To give a specific example we put
ni=2i and #i=2&i. (53)
For this example we obtain
comp(=)  k } 2k or comp(=)  &=&1 } log = (54)
and
complin(=)  4k or complin(=)  =&2. (55)
Hence, the linear complexity is much larger than the complexity. This
shows that nonlinear algorithms are much more efficient than linear
algorithms.
For optimal nonlinear algorithms we compute
.(N( f ))= :
n
k=1
ck } gik # G,
where the n, ik and ck depend on f. It is important that the choice of the
elements gik depends on f. In fact, it is easy to check that if we use the same
gik for all f then we cannot improve linear algorithms and even the best
nonlinear algorithm with error = would have cost proportional to =&2
instead of =&1 } log(1=).
Observe that adaption does not help for this example. The information
N of an optimal algorithm can be chosen linear, i.e., nonadaptive.
9. TRADEOFF BETWEEN INFORMATION AND
TOTAL COMPLEXITY
In this section we present an example of a linear problem for which there
is a tradeoff between the information, and output and total complexity.
More precisely, for any integer n we find an = such that compinfo(=)=1, and
the minimal output and total cost of any algorithm using this information
of cardinality one is 2n. On other hand, the output and total complexity are
at most of order n.
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Define
Sn: ln  l
m
 , m=2
n, (56)
between finite dimensional spaces, where
Sn(x)=
1
n \ :
n
i=1
\xi+ j=1, ..., m ,
for all m=2n possible distributions of the signs. To have a more formal
definition, we put
Sn(x)=
1
n \ :
n
i=1
(&1) ji xi+ j=1, ..., m , (57)
where
j&1= :
n
i=1
ji2i&1 with j i # [0, 1].
The simplest case is when
(n&1)n=<1. (58)
Then we have compinfo(=)=1. Indeed, it is clear that compinfo(=)>0 since
without any information the problem cannot be solved. It is enough,
however, to compute one of the xi , say x1 . As an approximation of Sn(x)
we can take
. b N(x)=
1
n
((&1) j1 x1) j=1, ..., m , (59)
and the error of this algorithm is (n&1)n=. Observe that the (total) cost
of this algorithm is very high since we have to output all components,
cost(. b N)rcinfo+2ncout . (60)
There is no algorithm, based on the same information, which is essentially
cheaper. This can be seen as follows. Assume that x1=1. Then
|(S n(x) j |=1 is possible for each coordinate of S n(x) and hence we have to
output a number, different from zero, for each of the 2n coordinates. Hence
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we have the lower bound cost(. b N)cinfo+2ncout for each algorithm
which uses only one oracle call.
We now propose a much cheaper algorithm . b N which computes com-
plete information and whose output cost is low,
cost(. b N)rn } (cinfo+cari+ctop)+2cout . (61)
After computing the complete information we evaluate a=(|x1|+|x2 |+
} } } +|xn | )n, and output only two coordinates (Sn(x)) j of Sn(x). Namely,
the two coordinates a and &a which correspond to all (&1) ji x i with the
same (positive or negative) sign.
The cost of such an algorithm is n } cinfo for the information plus
arithmetic cost of order ncari , branching cost of the same order, and output
cost 2cout . Hence the complexity of this problem is at most of the order n.
For the linear complexity we have
complin(=)rc info+2ncout , (62)
since we have to output each coordinate, if we only allow linear algorithms,
and we have to compute at least one information functional. In fact, the
algorithm (59) achieves this bound.
Let now =0 and n # N be arbitrary. The case =1 is trivial since we
can take the zero algorithm and obtain
comp(=)=compinfo(=)=complin(=)=0. (63)
Hence we assume
(l&1)n=<ln, l # N, ln. (64)
As already mentioned, for the linear complexity we have to output an
approximation to each of the m=2n coordinates, the cost is at least
complin(=)2ncout , (65)
independently of =<1.
A completely naive way to compute the exact value of Sn(x) would cost
about n } 2n. It is not difficult, however, to improve this upper bound and
obtain
complin(=)K } 2n (66)
with K>0 which does not depend on n or =.
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We now study the information complexity. As an approximation of
Sn(x) we can take
. b N(x)=
1
n \ :
n+1&l
i=1
(&1) ji xi+ j=1, ..., m , (67)
and this is optimal with respect to the used information. Hence the
information complexity is given by
compinfo(=)=(n+1&l) } cinfo rn(1&=) } cinfo . (68)
We now provide an upper bound for the (total) complexity. We suggest an
algorithm which is much better than every linear algorithm, for given =>0
and large n.
Even if = is relatively large then we compute complete information. Then
we sort the xi . Without loss of generality we may assume that
1x1x2 } } } xn0. (69)
The sorting and the respective computations on indices cost of the order
n log n. This is a little more than (61) but still it is much less than the cost
of optimal linear algorithms. This is the first step of the algorithm. Due to
(69) the second step of the algorithm will be linear. (Hence the complete
algorithm will be ‘‘piecewise linear.’’)
We denote the set of all x # Rn satisfying (69) by Xn . Observe that Xn is
a convex set with (n+1) extremal points, all of the form (1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0).
Assume now that an arbitrary sequence of signs
k=(k1 , ..., kn) # [&1, 1]n
is given. Consider now the linear functional
Lk(x)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
ki xi .
Define min(k) by
min(k) :=min {1n :
j
i=1
ki } j=1, ..., n=
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and define max(k) by
max(k) :=max {1n :
j
i=1
ki } j=1, ..., n= .
Due to the geometrical structure of Xn we easily conclude that
[Lk(x) | x # Xn]=[min(k), max(k)].
For the given l, we precompute all k # [&1, 1]n such that
max[&min(k), max(k)]ln.
We denote by Nl the number of such k’s. This is not really part of the
algorithm, so there is no cost of this step. Now we compute and output the
coordinates of Sn(x) which correspond to all such k’s. The total cost of this
algorithm is bounded by
cost(. b N)K } (n log n+n } Nl). (70)
Using a well known result, see Feller (1957, Chap. 3, Sect. 4), we obtain
Nl2 } :
n
m=l
l
m \
m
m+l
2 + 2
n&m.
The sum is over all m such that m+l is even or we put ( mr )=0 if r is not
an integer. For a fixed =rln and large n, the upper bound (70) is much
smaller then the cost of optimal linear algorithms.
We could use this example, as in Section 8, to construct infinite dimen-
sional examples. We omit this construction since it does not lead into new
insights.
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